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Molecular color centers, such as S = 1 Cr(o-tolyl)4, show promise as an adaptable platform for
magnetic quantum sensing. Their intrinsically small size, i.e., 1-2 nm, enables them to sense fields at
short distances and in various geometries. This feature, in conjunction with tunable optical read-out
of spin information, offers the potential for molecular color centers to be a paradigm shifting materials
class beyond diamond-NV centers by accessing a distance scale opaque to NVs. This capability
could, for example, address ambiguity in the reported magnetic fields arising from two-dimensional
magnets by allowing for a single sensing technique to be used over a wider range of distances. Yet, so
far, these abilities have only been hypothesized with theoretical validation absent. We show through
simulation that Cr(o-tolyl)4 can spatially resolve proximity-exchange versus direct magnetic field
effects from monolayer CrI3 by quantifying how these interactions impact the excited states of the
molecule. At short distances, proximity exchange dominates through molecule-substrate interactions,
but at further distances the molecule behaves as a typical magnetic sensor, with magnetostatic effects
dominating changes to the energy of the excited state. Our models effectively demonstrate how a
molecular color center could be used to measure the magnetic field of a 2D magnet and the role
different distance-dependent interactions contribute to the measured field.

Precise measurements of magnetic fields are an impor-
tant tool in understanding the spin properties and spatial
distribution of magnetic fields in low dimensional mate-
rials. Over the past decade, intensive technique develop-
ment in magnetic field sensing showcased the importance
of coupling spatial resolution with minute sensitivity [1–
3]. Where techniques, such as fluxgate [4] and hall effect
sensors [5, 6], are limited to micrometer scale sensing
resolution, recent advances in quantum sensing have fo-
cused on optically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)
with color centers in semiconductors, e.g., diamond-NV
centers [7, 8]. These defect-based color centers feature
two key advantages—optical read-out and a high sensi-
tivity to local magnetic fields. In ODMR, the ground
state spin is initialized with optical excitation, probed
with microwave pulses to coherently drive the magnetic
sublevels of a triplet ground state via a singlet excited
state, and then optical read-out is used to determine the
populations of the spin sublevels [7]. These color centers
allow for nanoscale resolution of magnetic fields [9], but
do not allow for intimate sensing of fields near the analyte,
because defect qubits, like diamond-NV centers, operating
as magnetic field sensors are spatially limited; they are
difficult to bring in close proximity to the analyte as the
defect is embedded in a crystal [10], e.g., the smallest
analyte-qubit distance reported is 9 nm [11]. This limita-
tion is functionally related to the nature of these defects,
many of which would not be thermodynamically stable
in isolation; indeed, placing defects closer to the surface
leads to their removal or lower coherence times.

Molecules are zero-dimensional and functionally all
surface. They may feature lower coherence times, but
they are tunable and solution processable. This cross
platform portability, in particular, enables post-synthetic
processing of molecular color centers in thin film geome-

tries to probe magnetic fields with distances ranging from
angstroms to micrometers. Recent work has even high-
lighted this functionality with self-assembled monolayers
of radical-based spins [12]. The molecular color center
Cr(o-tolyl)4 has a paramagnetic triplet S = 1 ground
state (3A symmetry [13]) owing to the Cr4+ center and
a zero-field splitting that allows for optical addressabil-
ity analogous to color centers in solids [14–17]. Here,
light is used to resonantly excite an electron between the
Ms = 0,±1 sublevels via a singlet excited state [7, 18].
When exposed to even tiny magnetic fields, these elec-
tronic states undergo a Zeeman shift in energy (E′) pro-
portional to the intensity of the magnetic field (B), the
free electron g-factor (ge), the Bohr magneton (µB), and
the Planck constant (h) as E′ = ge

µB

h SB , where E′ is
the difference in energy of the first singlet excited state
(1E symmetry) in the presence of a finite magnetic field
(EB,1E) from that at zero field (EB=0,1E):

E′ = EB,1E − EB=0,1E . (1)

While precise sensing of magnetic fields is then obtained
by experimentally measuring shifts in the energy levels
Ms = 0,±1 sublevels [19], we use shifts in the 1E excited
state as a surrogate in our model [20].

Recently, many correlated 2D magnets such as ferro-
magnetic CrGeTe3 and antiferromagnetic CrI3, which
exhibits layer dependent magnetic ordering below 45 K,
have been studied [21, 22]. To fully characterize these
materials, high resolution sensors are needed. CrI3 is an
ideal analyte for quantum magnetic field sensing at the
nanoscale, as prior studies have shown large discrepancies
(five orders of magnitude) in magnetic fields with distance
away from the surface of the monolayer (Fig. 1a). Zhong
et al. used a CrI3/WSe2 heterostructure to calculate an
effective magnetic field of 13 T from the valley splitting in
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the sensor-analyte
geometry, whereby analyte dependent magnetic interactions
can be probed by changing the distance between the senor and
analyte. Cr(o-tolyl)4 on CrI3 can (b) adopt two configurations
in relation to the 2D magnet, i.e., with an o-tolyl group parallel
or perpendicular to the surface. (c) Hollow (H) and top (T)
Cr adsorption sites on monolayer CrI3.

WSe2 at 3.50 Å from CrI3. Single spin microscopy with
a diamond-NV center has measured maximum magnetic
fields of 0.31 mT at a distance of 62 nm from CrI3 [23, 24].
Additional studies on CrI3-based heterostructures have
shown that such large magnetic fields are due to proximity
exchange rather than the typical magnetostatics associ-
ated with stray magnetic fields [25, 26]. This raises the
question of how the 2D magnet distributes the magnetic
flux, and this knowledge is needed to guide codesign of
spin-based logic and memory devices [27].

One approach to resolve the distance dependent mag-
netic field strengths is to layer thin films of Cr(o-tolyl)4,
the sensor, of varying thicknesses on CrI3, the analyte
and perform thickness dependent ODMR measurements.
This quantum sensing geometry in the single-molecule
limit is shown in Fig. 1a and it is the configuration we
consider. (We discuss thin film effects later.) We expect
two important magnetic interactions, proximity exchange
and direct magnetic fields, to occur between Cr(o-tolyl)4
and the CrI3 substrate. Proximity exchange is a local
effect and should dominate at short distances d where
electron wavefunctions directly overlap [28]; in contrast,
direct magnetic fields from diploar contributions should
dominate at longer distances. Notably, it is very difficult
to measure proximity exchange through conventional mag-
netic sensing techniques outside of NMR spectroscopy.

Here, we use density functional theory (DFT) simula-
tions with magnetostatic calculations to show how the
first excited state of Cr(o-tolyl)4 is affected by these inter-
actions as a function of distance, demonstrating molecular
color centers as a quantum magnetic sensing platform.
We first performed electronic structure calculations on
monolayer CrI3 at the DFT-PBE level without spin-orbit
coupling and in a ferromagnetic spin configuration [29].
Fig. 2a shows there is a 1.1 eV band gap and a large
spin polarization, which leads to a local spin moment of
3.3µB on the Cr3+ site consistent with prior monolayer
studies [30]. Next, we simulated the electronic structure

of Cr(o-tolyl)4 [31], which has the 3A ground state (gs)
with both the dz2 and dx2−y2 orbitals singly occupied
(Fig. 2b). The first 1E excited state involves a spin non-
conserving transition to a doubly occupied dx2−y2 orbital.
Fig. 2d shows that the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO), spin up lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO), and spin down LUMO have significant d charac-
ter (Fig. 2e-g). The energy difference between the HOMO
and LUMO (E↑↑gs) is 1.52 eV, while the energy difference
between the spin up HOMO and the spin down LUMO
(E↑↓gs) is 1.64 eV. We find in the gas-phase approximation
that the excited state energy is 0.62 eV, which is under-
predicted from recent experiments that approximate it as
1.21 eV [15]. This underestimation is expected based on
our use of a semilocal density functional.

Next, we created the combined analyte-sensor system.
Cr(o-tolyl)4 is brought in proximity to the CrI3 surface
in a parallel and perpendicular configuration, as shown
in Fig. 1b. With these two configurations, we carried out
adsorption site calculations with the metal center in Cr(o-
tolyl)4 in the hollow and top positions of CrI3 (Fig. 1c).
These calculations included van der Waals energy correc-
tions implemented with the DFT-D3 method of Grimme
[32, 33]. We find that the lowest energy configuration is
the perpendicular orientation of the molecule at the hol-
low adsorption site at a distance of dmol ∼ 3 Å (dCr ∼ 9 Å)
from the surface. These two distances, shown in Fig. 1b,
give the distance between the surface atom in monolayer
CrI3 that is most extended in the out-of-plane direction,
dz, with the nearest atom or the Cr cation, respectively,
in Cr(o-tolyl)4. The energies for other sites were similar
with a difference in energy of 40 µeV between the lowest
and highest energy configurations.

Fig. 2c shows the overall electronic structure of the
constituent materials is largely unchanged in the equilib-
rium geometry for the combined system. There is a rigid
shift in states for CrI3, owing to surface Fermi level pin-
ning (charge neutrality level), that brings the HOMO of
Cr(o-tolyl)4 just below the conduction band of CrI3. The
semiconducting nature of monolayer CrI3 persists with
minor changes in bandwidth. Similarly, there is a minor
increase in the width of the HOMO. Fig. 2h presents the
fraction d character for orbitals near the Fermi level for
Cr(o-tolyl)4 adsorbed on CrI3 in its equilibrium position.
Fig. 2i-k show no significant change in character for the
orbitals in the Cr(o-tolyl)4 molecule. These findings cause
us to deduce that Cr(o-tolyl)4 is physisorbed onto CrI3.
(The parallel geometry also leads to no noticeable changes
in the electronic structure of either the molecular color
sensor or analyte.)

In the aforementioned equilibrium geometry, we find
that E↑↑gs and E↑↓gs increase slightly to 1.55 eV and 1.71 eV,

respectively. E↑↓es also decreases to 0.540 eV. We use these
changes in the 3A ground state and 1E excited state ener-
gies of Cr(o-tolyl)4 to calculate the implied magnetic field
sensed by the molecular color center through the Zeeman
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FIG. 2. Electronic density of states (DOS) plots for (a) monolayer CrI3, (b) Cr(o-tolyl)4 (b), and (c) Cr(o-tolyl)4 adsorbed on
the CrI3 surface (perpendicular geometry at the hollow site, see Fig. 1). Quantitative molecular orbital diagrams highlighting the
d-orbital character of (d) Cr(o-tolyl)4 and (h) Cr(o-tolyl)4 adsorbed on the CrI3 surface. (e)-(gf) and (i)-(j) show visualizations of
selected molecular orbitals for the isolated molecule and the molecule adsorbed on CrI3, respectively, at dmol = 3 Å (dCr = 9 Å).

interaction. Here we obtain B = 94 mT at the equilib-
rium distance of 3 Å. We next examined the changes to
these energies as a function of distance between between
Cr(o-tolyl)4 and CrI3 as means to map the magnetic field
distribution transverse to the analyte. Fig. 3a shows that
the energy of the first excited state decreases as Cr(o-
tolyl)4 approaches CrI3 over the range 2.7 ≤ dmol ≤ 10 Å.
This value falls off cubically as the distance increases, as
shown in Fig. 3b, with the smallest computed field being
5.0 mT at 10 Å. As with the isolated molecule, these calcu-
lations do not account for relaxations in the excited state.
Also, these excited state energies of the molecule for the
combined system are obtained relative to the structure
of the relaxed molecule at the equilibrium distance with-
out any geometric changes due to the change in distance
from CrI3; therefore, they represent the smallest changes
expected as atomic displacements would further increase
the energy differences.

We find the excited state energy of the isolated molecule
changes from 0.621 eV in the fully relaxed geometry to
0.537 eV when the molecule’s geometry is taken from
the relaxed equilibrium combined structure. We use E′

from the fully relaxed molecule to calculate an effective
magnetic field of B = 2.24 T at dmol = 2.7 Å from the
surface. This may be compared to B = 140 mT obtained
at the same distance using EB=0,1E from an unrelaxed
geometry. This discrepancy is due to steric distortions to
the inner shell of the Cr(o-tolyl)4 when adsorbed on the
CrI3 surface without charge transfer or bond formation.
We find a change in the coordination environment leading

FIG. 3. (a) Distance-dependent energies of the 1E excited
state (E↑↓es ) of the Cr(o-tolyl)4 in proximity to CrI3. The
horizontal dotted line shows E↑↓es for the isolated molecule.
(b) Total distance-dependent magnetic fields from CrI3 and
decompositions of the field into proximity exchange and mag-
netostatic contributions. Direct magnetic fields are quantized
along the easy axis of Cr(o-tolyl)4 (see text).

to an increase in the τ ′4 geometry index, which quantifies
the distortion of a 4 coordinate metal complex on a scale
from 0 (square planar) to 1 (tetrahedral) [34], from 0.941
to 0.960 for the isolated molecule and the molecule on
the surface, respectively. As this change is caused by the
interaction of the molecule with the surface, we expect it
to decrease with increasing distance between the molecule
and the substrate. Raman or infrared spectroscopy could
be used to observe the structural distortion through shifts
in the vibrational mode frequencies [35].

We next computed the magnetic fields using a gen-
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the simulation cell for the direct
magnetic field models. (b,c) Computed magnetic fields from
CrI3 at variable dz values. All results are taken along the line
profile path shown in (a) and projected along the easy axis
of the Cr(o-tolyl)4 molecule. (d) Easy-axis orientation effects
on the magnetostatic component of the sensed B field. (inset)
Vectors corresponding to orientations of the easy axis used.
All vectors are projected onto the geometry of Cr(o-tolyl)4
molecule adsorbed on CrI3.

eralized model for the magnetostatic interactions from
a parallelepipedic magnet [36], representing a coarse-
grained model of CrI3 [37]. Here, we modeled a freely
suspended monolayer flake of CrI3 with in-plane dimen-
sions of 1 × 1µm within vacuum inside a 2 × 2µm area
simulation cell in order to sample the field at the edge
and above the flake (Fig. 4a). The magnetic field was
sampled every 7 Å over the plane of the simulation cell at
vertical distances from the flake between 5 ≤ dz ≤ 600 Å.
For input into the magnetostatic simulation, we modeled
the magnetic polarization of CrI3 using two methods: (1)
a constant polarization calculated from an average of the
DFT calculated spin density and (2) a full spin-density
with each element in the spin density grid treated as a
magnetic parallelepiped. We used the grid-based spin
density approach (model 2) to calculate magnetic fields
at distances less than 20 Å, while for greater distances
we used the average calculated spin density (model 1).
Both the grid based and the average spin density models
quantitatively agree at distances (> 20 Å) as shown in
the Supporting Information [38]. The largest differences
in magnetic fields from these two models occur for short
distances, e.g., the difference in maximum field is 4.6 mT
at 5 Å. This difference is much smaller than the 5 orders
of magnitude discrepancy between previous experimental
measurements.

Fig. 4b,c show that the magnetic field sharply increases
in magnitude at the edge of the CrI3 surface and then
decreases to a small value over the top of the surface.

The field then rapidly decreases to zero in the lateral
direction beyond the CrI3 boundary. Fig. 4b,c further
show that the peak magnetic field amplitude along the
normal direction, dz, of monolayer CrI3 increases and
becomes more localized (decreasing peak width) with
decreasing distance between Cr(o-tolyl)4 and the analyte.
We find for dz = 60 nm, the magnetic field B = 0.28 mT.
This value closely matches the experimental maximum
magnetic field of 0.31 mT reported at the same distance
[24], demonstrating fidelity of the molecular color center
is comparable to state-of-the-art diamond-NV centers.
We compute the corresponding changes in energy for
these magnetic fields from E′ = ge

µB

h SB , and find for
the smallest fields E′ = 9.5µeV, which are within the
resolution of current ODMR measurements [14, 24].

Fig. 3b shows the total magnetic field sensed as a func-
tion of distance decomposed into contributions from prox-
imity exchange and the magnetostatics. Proximity ex-
change contributions are dominate up to 8 Å from CrI3.
The short span over which proximity exchange is the
main contribution to the total magnetic field is due to
the cubic distance dependent, d3, decrease in proximity
exchange compared to the d−1 decrease for direct mag-
netic fields. While our analysis utilizes a single molecular
color center, experimental setups would require molecular
films. By comparing the distances where proximity ex-
change is the main contribution to the magnetic field to
the inter-molecule spacing in the bulk molecular crystal
(≈ 9 Å), we can extrapolate and determine the interaction
a monolayer molecular film of Cr(o-tolyl)4 senses. Here,
proximity exchange would dominate the magnetic signal.
In film thicknesses greater than these, the magnetostatic
contributions would dominate the signal with proximity
exchange having no measurable component. Experimen-
tal molecular films may also exhibit textures and grain
boundaries. Such microstructure could elicit separate re-
sponses from distortions in the geometry of the molecule,
which has a large effect on the excited state energy. This
could lead to increased variance in energy changes, adding
complexity to interpretation of ODMR results.

Although the magnetic field from CrI3 is a vector quan-
tity, these sensors will yield a scalar value for the field
that has been projected along the easy axis of the spin
qubit. The axis of quantization is important in both un-
derstanding the field magnitude for our single color center
model and how molecular conformations in deposited
films, further from the analyte, modify the alignment of
the molecule’s easy axis with respect to the direction of
the magnetic field, thereby altering sensitivity. To un-
derstand how these factors affect the fidelity of the field
read-out, we next determined the spin quantization axis
by performing noncollinear relativistic DFT calculations
with spin-orbit coupling on isolated Cr(o-tolyl)4. The en-
ergy of the easy axis aligned with the z axis, (-0.784, 0.500,
0.368), with respect to the combined molecule/substrate
simulation cell was lower by 3.9µeV compared to the x
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axis and lower by 4.0µeV compared to the y axis (Fig. 4d,
inset). Fig. 4d shows that the magnetic field decreases
with dz independent of the quantization axis, and these
values are in good quantitative agreement with exper-
iment. There is, however, a strong dependence of the
field strength on the axis of quantization, e.g., the largest
different being 14 mT at 2.7 Å from the substrate.

Tailoring the easy axis of the sensor to the direction
of the field would allow for maximum sensitivity. We
now use this approach to quantize the simulated magnetic
fields along the easy axis of a diamond-NV center and
compare to the molecular color center. We find that they
are within 20 µT at dz = 60 nm. Comparing the magnetic
field quantized along the easy axis from the Cr(o-tolyl)4
on CrI3, to the field quantized along the [111] easy axis of
a diamond-NV center, shows similar field strengths with
the diamond NV center slightly larger. Neither the lowest
energy orientation of Cr(o-tolyl)4 nor the known easy
axis of the NV center are aligned with the axis having
the largest magnetic field for CrI3 (the z axis). The
flexibility of molecular color centers both in the ligand
and matrix may be useful variables to tune in maximizing
the sensitivity of the sensor.

Cr(o-tolyl)4 has a highly temperature dependent relax-
ation time varying from 500 to 3 µs between 5 and 40 K,
respectively, which necessitates sensing at low tempera-
tures [14, 15]. Our use case for the sensor shown here,
monolayer magnets, also have low ordering temperatures
(45 K for CrI3 and 42 K for CrGeTe3) [39–41], making the
molecular color center an ideal sensing platform. Other
potential use cases for these sensors include Kitaev materi-
als, a SOC-entangled subclass of Mott insulators, such as
RuCl3, which exhibits unique zig-zag magnetic ordering
below 7 K [42, 43]. Additionally, magnetic defects, that
may harm the performance of superconducting qubits via
decoherence channels, could be spatially mapped, as these
magnetic defects are known to occur below 12 K [44, 45].
Sensing higher temperature phenomena will require in-
creasing relaxation times, and there are substantial efforts
focused on engineering ligand environments in molecular
color centers to expand the useful temperature ranges to
above liquid nitrogen [15, 35, 46, 47].

In summary, we find that magnetic fields range from
94 mT to 0.28 mT over 3 Å to 60 nm, respectively, using
a single-sensing platform. We predict that at distances
beyond 8 Å from the 2D magnet, direct magnetic fields,
i.e., the primary field probed by traditional magnetic
field sensors, dominates the signal over the shorter range
proximity exchange interaction. Our results show how
molecular color centers can be used to sense magnetic
fields with high fidelity over a range of distances, and
how the platform forms a novel metrology to discern
phenomena in low dimensional systems. The inherent
flexibility of molecular color centers suggest alterations
to the molecule could allow for optimizing the easy axis
direction and the orientation of the molecule on the surface

to allow for improved sensing.
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